
Systemic problems require systemic approaches. We work with
partners to grapple with the debates at the heart of complex challenges,
form unlikely coalitions to co-create courageous new solutions, and
define the roadmaps to turn bold visions into lived reality.



Reboot helps communities expand our collective imagination, find common cause, and craft a world rooted in care.
Our partners include community groups, grassroots activists, academics, movement organizations, nonprofits, private foundations, businesses,
governments, and international agencies. The common thread between them? A commitment to structural justice.

Our work.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

https://www.reboot.org/work
https://www.reboot.org/
https://www.reboot.org/about


Reframe
issues by examining past and present inequities, and surfacing new opportunities for transformation.
+ Challenging Development Orthodoxy to Empower Marginalized Populations
+ Reframing Corruption to Drive Accountable Public Spending

https://www.reboot.org/work#reframe
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/design-research-for-media-development-pakistan/
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/context-driven-programming-for-governance-reform-nigeria/


Reimagine
possibilities through new perspectives, and co-create interventions beside those with most at stake.
+ Centering Citizens in Open Data Government Visions

https://www.reboot.org/work#reimagine
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/user-centered-design-increasing-open-data-use/


Remake
policies, programs, and services to tackle root challenges and ensure forward solutions are just.
+ Setting Up Post-Revolution Democratic Infrastructure
+ Co-Creating Just Approaches to Criminal Justice

https://www.reboot.org/work#remake
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/ict-for-voter-registration-libya/
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/design-improving-equity-criminal-justice-systems/


We are actively engaged in the dialogue and debates of our space. Read
more about our values and our work.

Reorient
the organizational compass, processes, and culture to deliver on aspirations and commitments.
+ Advocating for Decolonial Approaches to Movement Support

Our ideas.

LEARN MORE

https://www.reboot.org/ideas
https://www.reboot.org/work#reorient
https://www.reboot.org/case-studies/program-advisory-for-social-cohesion-tunisia/


Introducing Design With: A Reboot Podcast Series

Last year, we hosted four incredible interviews with folks driving radical collaborations across the globe. Our world has transformed so much in the time

since, but the wisdom of these great leaders sustains. Take a listen.

MORE

https://www.reboot.org/2020/07/08/introducing-design-reboot-podcast-series/


A Call for Radical Transformation

PANTHEA LEE

In recent conversations with Reboot’s allies near and far, we’ve noticed that most of us aren’t satisfied working solely on immediate response and

recovery. We want moral and structural transformation at scale. But the only way we can make it happen is together.

https://www.reboot.org/2020/04/14/call-radical-transformation/


MORE

It Is Time to Reclaim Our Future

PANTHEA LEE

https://www.reboot.org/2020/04/14/call-radical-transformation/
https://www.reboot.org/2020/05/18/time-reclaim-future/


We have worked with changemakers across diverse sectors in over 40
countries.

The COVID-19 crisis has presented a profound and urgent moment for communities to seize power and, in doing so, to reshape society. We must reject

elite control of our future, and embrace radical new ways of envisioning and building society, from the ground up.

MORE

Our partners.

https://www.reboot.org/2020/05/18/time-reclaim-future/



